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ABSTRACT
Photoelectron circular dichroism (PECD) in the one-photon detachment of a model chiral anionic system is studied theoretically by the
single center method. The computed chiral asymmetry, characterized by the dichroic parameter β1 of up to about ±3%, is in good accord
with the first experimental observations of the effect in photodetachment of amino acid anions [P. Krüger and K. M. Weitzel, Angew.
Chem., Int. Ed. 60, 17861 (2021)]. Our findings confirm a general assumption that the magnitude of PECD is governed by the abil-
ity of an outgoing photoelectron wave packet to accumulate characteristic chiral asymmetry from the short-range part of the molecular
potential.

© 2022 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0079723

The photoelectron circular dichroism (PECD1) is a chi-
roptical effect observed as a forward–backward asymmetry in
the emission of photoelectrons from randomly oriented chiral
molecules ionized by circularly polarized light. Because PECD is a
pure electric-dipole effect,2 it is much stronger than the conven-
tional circular dichroism in the photoabsorption spectra of chiral
molecules. This universal chiroptical effect emerges not only in
one-photon ionization,3–5 as was initially predicted by Ritchie,2
but also in many other regimes, such as resonance-enhanced
multiphoton ionization,6,7 above-threshold ionization,8,9 strong-
field ionization,8,10 and multiphoton ionization by bichromatic
fields.11–14 The high contrast of the effect, seen in all photoioniza-
tion regimes and in a broad range of photon energies, controllability
by tailored light, and high enenantiomeric excess resolution15 estab-
lished PECD as a powerful tool for chiral recognition in the gas
phase.

Ritchie2 showed theoretically that PECD emerges owing to an
incomplete compensation between amplitudes for the population
of partial photoelectron waves with positive and negative projec-
tions ±m of the carried angular momentum ℓ. When escaping
a molecule, the wave packet of an outgoing photoelectron accu-
mulates this characteristic asymmetry by multiple scattering on
the chiral molecular potential. It is commonly assumed that those
effects are governed by the short-range interaction part of the

molecular potential and not from its long-range Coulomb interac-
tion part necessarily present in an ion. However, it is rather impossi-
ble to separate individual contributions of the short- and long-range
interaction parts of an ionic potential in any ab initio calculations of
a photoionization process. Here, a natural way to exclude the long-
range Coulomb part of the potential is to study photodetachment of
anions.16

Anions (negative ions with more electrons than protons) are
very common in nature17,18 with a great abundance in the biological
world.19 Importantly, almost all biomolecules are chiral, and their
enantiomers often exhibit different bioactivity.20 In addition, anions
have rather low detachment energies,17,18 typically within the reach
of a single UV photon, which nowadays can be provided in table-
top experiments. It is, therefore, rather natural to exploit PECD for
recognition of chiral anions, as is proposed in a very recent work21

and demonstrated by measuring a sizable chiral asymmetry in pho-
todetachment of chiral amino acid anions. Experiments, performed
in Ref. 21 with different enantiomers of 3,4-dihydroxyphenylalanine
and glutamic acid, confirmed that short-range interaction potentials
of these chiral anions are sufficient to generate chiral asymmetries
PECD = 2β1 of about ±4%.

The gas-phase laboratory-frame angular distribution of
photoelectrons emitted from molecules, which are ionized by the
absorption of one circularly polarized photon, is given by the total
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cross section σ, dichroic parameter β1, and anisotropy parameter
β2 via22,23

dσ±(θ)
dΩ

= σ
4π
[1 ± β1P1(cos θ) − 1

2
β2P2(cos θ)]. (1)

Here, “±” stands for the positive or negative helicity of the light,
PL are the Legendre polynomials, and θ is the angle between the
direction of the propagation of the ionizing radiation and the direc-
tion of the emission of photoelectrons. There are a few approaches
to model laboratory-frame angular distributions in photodetach-
ment of anions.16 Those models, however, allow for interpretation
of the anisotropy parameter β2, which is an additive quantity given
by a coherent superposition of all partial photoionization ampli-
tudes. Accurate description of the dichroic parameter β1, which
is a subtractive quantity depending on differences between par-
tial amplitudes (see above and Ref. 2) and which is very sensi-
tive to each and every particular detail of the molecular potential,
requires reliable description of the electron continuum spectrum in
molecules.

Although there are a few well-established theoretical
approaches24–27 to study one-photon PECD in photoioniza-
tion of neutral chiral molecules, there are, to the best of our
knowledge, no theoretical studies of PECD in photodetachment of
chiral anions. In the present work, we close this gap. To this end,
we model the electronic potential of a chiral anionic system and
apply a reliable theoretical approach to study its angle-resolved
photodetachment by one-photon absorption. In particular, we
make use of a model chiral system which was introduced in our
previous work.28 It consists of five point charges each screened by
surrounding spherically symmetric electron densities. A sketch of
the system and all parameters used in the calculations are indicated
in the inset in Fig. 1. These parameters were chosen to generate a
strongly asymmetric chiral one-particle potential for the initial state
and for the photoelectron. In addition, the total positive charge of all
nuclei (+6) is fully compensated by the total negative charge of the
electron clouds (−6), which simulates an overall neutral potential
for an additional electron.

The red solid curve in Fig. 1 depicts the effective total charge of
this model system as a function of r (reaches asymptotically 0). The
spherical part of the potential well is thus given by z(r)/r. The energy
spectrum of the first four bound electronic states, supported by the
presently generated three-dimensional one-particle chiral potential
well and obtained by diagonalization of its stationary Hamiltonian,
is indicated in Fig. 1 by the green horizontal lines. The three lower-
most energy levels can be associated with the doubly occupied core
and valence orbitals of the neutral system. Populating the fourth
bound state of the potential by a single electron produces, thus, an
anion. This fourth bound state (with the binding energy of 2.78 eV)
was chosen as the initial electronic state to study the photodetach-
ment process. The radial electron density of this initial state (with a
mean radius of about 3.4 a.u.) is depicted in the upper part of Fig. 1
by the blue dotted curve.

The present calculations were performed by the time-
dependent single center method and code.28–30 In particular,
we numerically propagated wave packets of the excess electron
in the field of the neutral chiral potential well (single-active-
electron approximation). Those wave packets were released by weak

FIG. 1. Inset: model neutral chiral system, which is built of five point charges Q (red
dots) located at positions (r , θ, φ) and surrounded by spherically symmetric elec-
tron densities (blue clouds) with the total charges q and charge distributions e−r .
For transparency, positions and sizes of the constituent parts are depicted without
keeping proportions. All parameters are given in a.u. The total nuclear charge of
the system is +6, and the total electron charge is −6. Red curve: effective total
charge z(r) confined inside the sphere of radius r , building the spherical part of
this neutral chiral potential well via z(r)

r
. Vertical gray dotted lines indicate positions

of nuclei at 2 and 4 a.u. The energy spectrum of the bound states, supported by
this well, is indicated by the green horizontal lines. The three lowermost states are
assumed to be occupied by six electrons (resembles a closed-shell system). Intro-
ducing an excess electron to the fourth level creates an anion. Blue dashed curve:
radial (spherically averaged) electron density of the excess electron, involved in
photodetachment from the fourth bound state.

Gaussian-shaped circularly polarized pulses with the carrier fre-
quencies above the photodetachment threshold of 2.78 eV (i.e.,
photodetachment by a one-photon absorption). Details on the cal-
culations can be found in Ref. 28, and only two essential points
relevant for the present work are mentioned below. In order to
obtain final (after the end of the pulses) electron momentum
distribution in the anion, the spatial photoelectron wave packets
were projected on the plane waves (i.e., Fourier-transformed) and
not on the Coulomb waves, which are usually used to analyze
photoionization of neutrals. The laboratory-frame angle-resolved
photodetachment spectra were obtained by numerical integration
over molecular orientation Euler angles in steps of Δα = Δβ = 0.1π.
This numerical averaging procedure was cross-checked using ana-
lytically averaged expressions for the dichroic β1 and anisotropy β2
parameters.22

Results of the present calculations are summarized in Fig. 2.
As one can see from the uppermost panel of this figure, the total
one-photon detachment cross section exhibits a typical shape reso-
nance just above the threshold22 (here, at the photoelectron kinetic
energy of about 1.5 eV). Its signature is also clearly seen in the
anisotropy parameter β2 around the photoelectron energy of 2 eV
(lowermost panel of Fig. 2). This shape resonance also gives rise to
a very broad feature22 in the computed dichroic parameter β1 (mid-
dle panel of Fig. 2). Resonances are known to be responsible for the
change of sign of the dichroic parameter,23 here even two times. As
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FIG. 2. Cross section (upper panel), dichroic parameter (middle panel), and
anisotropy parameter (lower panel) as functions of the photoelectron kinetic
energy, computed for one-photon detachment of the model chiral anionic system
from Fig. 1.

expected,24,31 the computed dichroic parameter vanishes for suffi-
ciently large photoelectron kinetic energies (here, larger than about
12 eV). Importantly, the magnitude of the dichroic parameter (in
between ±3%), computed for the one-photon detachment of this
model anionic system, is rather typical for a one-photon ionization
of neutral chiral molecules.3–5

In conclusion, we theoretically demonstrate a sizable PECD
in the one-photon detachment of a model chiral anionic system.
Our numerical findings qualitatively support the recent idea21 to
extend PECD as a gas-phase tool for recognition of chiral anions.
The presently considered initial state of the excess electron is rather
localized and chiral itself. Its large asymmetry is naturally imprinted
in the computed PECD. Because of a usually comparable additional
contribution to the PECD from an asymmetry of the final contin-
uum states, one can still expect a sizable effect in photodetachment
of more delocalized electronic states in anions. The fact that the
short-range potential is capable to imprint molecular chirality on
the outgoing photoelectron wave packet is also important for chiral
recognition in the nanoparticle32 and liquid33 phases, where most of
the long-range Coulomb interaction is shielded.
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liquid-phase perspectives of the present results. This work was
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